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	Abstract: 


The purpose of this project was to determine if wing and flight design impacts force upon impact using 3D printed planes. To test this hypothesis there would be three different plane designs. The first, labeled 1, being the control with no flaps. The second, labeled 2, having short flaps and the third, labeled 3, having large flaps. The testing included five separate tests per plane and 3 planes per design. Each test was named by specific plane design, which plane it was in the series and which test its on. For example, 1-1-1 is plane design 1, plane 1, test 1. Each plane was set up on a string that was attached to a dual range force sensor with a 30 degree downslope. The plane was held up at the high end of the string and released. Once the test was done and the results were taken then graphs were made. The results for plane design on average show that plane design 1, aircraft with no flaps, had the lowest impact. Plane design 2, medium flap design, had a larger force upon impact. Plane design 3, large flap aircraft, had the largest impact of all three designs.
The results of this project concluded that aircraft with a large flap surface increased the force upon impact. 
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